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Giovanni Mandarano

‘The passion towards teaching that is shown by Giovanni is second to none’

- Giovanni is a wonderful lecturer as he tries to provide the best possible learning atmosphere for the diverse group of students in this course.

- Giovanni has prepared us well for our clinical placement. He always strives for our success and is extremely helpful when needed.

- Giovanni sets assessment tasks that are fair and reflected what was taught in the course.

- sense of humour, approachable, genuine concern and respect for students, cares, supports and asks for contributions
Dr Navine Haworth

‘The dedication and passion that Navine has for her subject was inspiring’

- Dr Haworth always goes above and beyond what is expected of a teacher.
- She is someone who we all aspire to emulate.
- Not only is Navines’ work ethic phenomenal but her subject is insightful, interactive and inspiring.
- A true gem that excels extremely well across numerous academic modules at RMIT Chiropractic.
- dedicated, passionate and genuine concern about our learning.
Leonie Murphy

‘Leonie is always enthusiastic and encourages students to do their best’

- Leonie implements new processes in answer to the surveys completed to address any issues from the previous semester.
- Difficult concepts are understood easily when Leonie is teaching.
- Leonie has put in place so many different learning tools to assist us to understand some of the more complicated topics.
- Supportive, enriching, innovative, clear
‘His lectures are amazingly engaging and always interesting. I don’t think I’ve ever missed one.’

- I have had many great knowledgeable mentors or teachers but Matt is the one that gets attention and the respect of the whole class.
- Matt encourages us to think more deeply into the major issues concerning the pharmaceutical industries.
- Matt really does his very best to make sure that all students are encouraged and given equal opportunity whilst always attempting to make what can sometimes be mundane course work, stimulating.
- Motivating, gives feedback/help, passionate, caring.
Tony Servello

‘Tony’s enthusiasm to the subject and to aerospace is amazing, he just makes you want to start my career ASAP’

- Tony is a true mentor explaining everything in relation to the industry.
- Tony has completely exceeded my expectations for this subject.
- Tony helps every student in a way they can understand and adapting different methods whenever needed.
- Tony is very inspirational person who I hold a lot of respect for and has opened my eyes to seeing how engineering can really be my future career.
- passionate, inspirational, enthusiastic